
__/ Whether. or not Lieberman intends to misrepresent to this. court is 
20-1 ) 

clarified in what he sates about. them (pages 21-2), beginnining with his representation 

that "they are used in place of eaiianen’ gyno numbers" and his entirely unqualified 

and endtirely false statement that the "(r)elease of these nuitiberd would indicate both. 

the number of sources utilized and the amount of information furnished by each." 

Compounding this knowing misrepresentation, this attestation to the impossible, he 

another impossibility, that 

states further that toehuxisimmhoorktincthexdtstesys planes cent ceri xii oreetkonx 

"they coould be used to.identify sources." There can be axkimk any number os uses of 

the same T number within any FBI field office on any day. One can be a postal clerk, 

one can be a Yohn Smith, another can be aPeter jones, another a bank teller, and 

they would not be the sane, obviously, nor would they be the same as any number of 

identical T numbers ued the day before, the day after, or by any of the number of 

agents in any field office, all of whom use the identical T numbers for the 

identical purpose and for different persons. The mly limit o n the use of any one 

T anbensis Witoing a single document. If an ggent prepares more than one report on 

a Single day, he may use the same T number in each for entirely different people. 

there just is no way that the temporary, arbitrary, uncoded and random use of such 

a number can identify the source. Based on my examination of so very large a number 

of FBI records in which these numbsrs are used I annot believe that there is any 

FBI agent who does not know that what Lieberman states to this court is not and 

camot be true. In this I include ail those involved in the processing of the 

records to begin with. 1 think also that if onli because so many such records are 

here 
involved in their work Department lawyers also know the truth of hwat I s&ate.



___/How those who without exception ae not FRE employees or its official symbol 

informants can be classified as its "personbel" under ie Meahetton that requires 

in addition that what is Withheld relates "solely" to thes personnel matters. 

Lieberman does not state in claiming Exemption (b) (2) to withhold the temporary 

numbers used to replace the names Within reports to be disseminated outside the AZENCY



a a 

2G, While there was not in the FBI's JFK assassination investigation any need 

to make such exhaustive checks of phone calls and motel registrations over so large 

an area, they also are included, along with many, many other such illustrations in 

FBI records disclosed in the JDK assassination records, including in particular those 

in the case in which Phillips is the supervisor. Every flophouse and cheap hotel of 

the many places of + is description was checked by the FBI for one day in Lee Harvey 

Oswald's life and the resultd were dislcosed. So were all the credit and commericial 

institutions and even post office investigative results, including ceroxes of the 

records of these categories Lieberman attests must be withheld - and there was no 

damage, no suffering of any kind, no improper disclosure. 

27. The last yieberman listing under (7)(D) is "temporary source symbols." 

ne characterizes these as "confidential" sources and they in most case are not 

confidential. The FBI boilerplates the claim that all those it interviews 

assume there is the implicit promise of confidentiality. I have interviewed a fax 

numbét of persons the FBI also interviewed on both subjects and I have yet to meet 

a single one who said that the FBi implied the information obtained wax confidential 

or that it would keep the sllurce's identity confidential. In seexing to justify the 

withholding of mkintx imtendedly meaningless and entirely uncoded temporary identi- 

fictions Lieberman states ( page 51) that "(+)hrough an analysis of these 

numbers and the information preemies furnishdd by these sources, a knowledgeable 

person who is familiar with the facts and circumstances if the investigation may be 

allegedly 

able to identify" these confidential sources. I cannot imagine that there can be any 

FBI agent who does not know that this is completely false. 

28. In prepari g such récorrs as Letterhwad Hemoranda, known as LHIs, the 

FBI does not include sugkxitizmarifizakx spurce names in the text. Where it wants not 

to have such names distributed, it replaces them with an admittedly temporary 

ey 

number in the text. After the end of the document, on a page or pages remoged 
£ 

iS
 

o
 ~ FBIHQ before any distribution, there is a listing of these temporary symbols 

along with the name identifications. But each time such a symbol is uused it



in one report and t-20 in the next report. There is no system, 

used xuxmuskx bit once, for the purpose of that d report and no other report. 

and one-time-ohly and Lieberman has to know that disclosure of 

T1 

  

As 2 

John Smith may be 

and inevitable, 

this as all arbitrary i 

temporary 

such an arbitrary and entirely uncoded number cannot be used to "identify" any source 

to ehich it is applied. In fact, if anyone attempts to make any such use of these 

has oof the 

ecessarily 

admittedly temporary number, confusion, not disclosure, is certain 

what Lieberman, from that deep knowledge he 

q « 
3 sn 

26 Warren 

the exact opposite of 

third of a 

‘BE and its porcedures and pra ctises, assures this court. this i 

an obvious misrepresentation for another reason: not once in those 

not once in those 1 have examined in the 300 cubic feet of 

in about a Archives, and not once in about 

there been any such claim and any such 

decades of my intense examinations of so vast 

Commission record 

Commission records at the Nationel 

1 
millions pages disclosed to Be has 

's uses of these temporary symbol identifications kt never 

a 

Withholding. For the more than two 

a number of the FBI 

made any such claim or any such withholding.It uses these temporary and entirely 

states to 

arbitrary symbols to make what Lieberman yekis this court impossible 

is geberally t ei 

290 a 

and in that it is entirely successful. 

29. lieberman has a section of "classified information." Whil 

its entirety as properly classified, in 

the records to which Lieberman attests there are illustrations of metieeiyocimxcsyexx 

illustrations of 

78 i 

whether 

impossible to determine/what is withheld in 

that was not proper. I attach below 
= 

+ TF 

all its symboled 

vba 

} rh 

imnt intended 

withholding xhukxwas as classifed 

their appearance in his Exhibi 

the misrepresentahon, 

is description. He 

in th 

uses informant 

this in the order ol 

50. I presume because I caught it 

are living human beings, Lieberman no longer uses this 

tie EBL 

like telephone taps and 

rs and the related fil 

apply to 
ae 

St 

informants 

its,kmat for the first time within my experiencem that 

py te 

(page 18. this means things 

¥o withho,d these numbe 

the law, nu 

adm 

number: for "technical sources." 

use (b)(2), and that, under 

personnel 

to the internal rules and practises." 

nue 

bugs for electronic eavesfropping. 

y Bb }) he and the L
O
 numbers (page 1 

human beings for it can be used when related "solels



There are no FBI "personnel" who are bugs or phone taps. Moreover, in my case 

before this court, the FBI produced as its expert witness r. Shea, the appeals 

Girector, and he then testified that use of (b) (2) to withhold information r lated to 

real informers is improper. They are completely covered by Exemption 7. 

31. lieberman can't, or at least doesn't, give this court an accurate 

desrition of the sy informer symbol numbers. He states that they are composed of 

two letter representing the field office and four numbers assigned to the informer 

and nothing else. In all instances the FBI uses an additional letter ide tification 

with these two letters and four numbers, "C" for criminal, "S" for security, rea lly 

political, etc. 

32. The FBI has released these symbol and file numbers to me without harm 

and indeed, without any interest at all when 1 informed it that it had also 

disclosed the actyal names of these informers. While thee is no question but that 

symgol informers require protection, t here is substantial cuestion about whether 

or not in most instances disclosure of ie symbol identification would identafy 

the informer. ithout question, in « small minority o! instances a determined and 

informed person might be able to make a shrew guess. However, in most instances this 

is not true and what Lieberman does not mention is the fact that an informed 

researcher can better evaluate information and the uses made of it by the FBT 

if he knows whether or not all of it comes from a single source or is, as is true of 

so much, bad information comes from a single source. Even the conditions under which 

a symbol informant obtains information can help in evaluating the information. In 

an instance before this court in my litigation, the FBI disclosed that one Marjorie 

Fetters, its symbol informer, took Jerry Ray, brother of Dr. King's alleged assassin, 

to her bed. There he allegedly gave her informatuon incriminating his borher James 

and the FBI used thet information and distributed it. In any evaluation of that 

information, whether or not Jerry imparted it with an objective in mind is a 

consideration. By withholding all symbol nuwaber and file identific cations, numbers 

  

that do not automatically identify anyone, and by misrepresenting its electronic 

surveillances, authorized and unauthorized, and there zre both kinds, the @ tr
} i
 

en
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rly



intends to make use of this information in the public's interest impossible and to 
mis- 

confuse everyohe. There is no other purpose served in identifying bugs and phone taps 

as live informerse It could have as easily and even less confusingly internally 

33, have assigned tm a letter like "E" for electronic to its bugs and taps. 

33, Perhos there can be the conjectured harm stated by Lieberman in r_re 
im 2 
trom “ 

cases of the disclosure of symbol informer file numbers but ~ know of no single 

instance of this and es number of such file numbers, along with the Foi's contact reports 

and xeroxes of the information provided by the informers have been disclosed to me. 

The automatic withholcing of all these file numbers, without regard to whether any 

possibility of harm is indicated, serves only wk to withhold information that can 

be vembarrassing to the FBI. 

tr above to informers. 

However, disclosure of an informants number does not, as Leiberman states, 

"indicate both the scope and the location of fhe spurce." Because all informant 

numbers havefour digits, the scope is not indicated, and because the letter identify 

th 
only the field office, they do not pinpoint the locat The only identification is 

of the filed office, and they cover enormous expanses ot territory. 

34.Again, the file numbers are not living FBI "personnel" and the use of (p)(2) 

in innapropriate and unnecessary bdcause Exemption 7 can be invoked. The use of 

(b)(2) serves only to deceive, mislead and misinform the people who have interest 

in the information d and in how the agencies of t:eir government wfunction/. 
Pind 

/ 
35. With regard to "dissemination markings"( (page 21) Lieberman states that they 

must be withheld because they “indicate ither Federal Givernment agencies with in- 

bi tf hottara Ant sa, i ~ . ; = estlihative interests in " those persons or organizations. e does not state that this 

represents any kind of problem to any government agencies and in fact they do not 

represent any such problem. Moreover, they have never been withheld in all the great 

volume o!’ records I have examined.In fact, they are not withheld in the dcounents 

subject to this Vaughn listing. I attach as Exhibits _ and the first in each xe 

half of Iieberman's Exhibit R. He also states that these dissemination markings 

"Jave no effect on the substance of the documents themselves." He does not state that



the dissemination has no meaning, no significance or no importance in citizen evaluation 

of the functioning of the agencies of government. and if he were to make any such 

Statements they would not be true. In my case before this court these disseminations 

indicate what, for example, amounts to FBI persecutions of blacks for no greater an 

offense that not being like by the FBI agents in “emphise Nothing that can be harmful 

to the governnent is entialed in disseminations being disclosed, as is obvious from 

the fact that to now this is my first experience with them. However, if the FBI 

for example, 
refers certain information to the CIA, that can have significance to a requester. 

Disc,osing this digsemination is in no way hurtful to the Cla Or the immigration 

service. Or internal _evenue. Or the “reasury . 

36. I have never, to now, heard of the withholding of "information pertaining to 

manpower end technicao capabilities of the FBI's Bechnical Services Division"(page 220) 

and if this includes what was known as the _aboratory i have consider litigating 

experience with it and with the records it disclosed to me and to the Warren Vommission 

as well as what it got for testing from the field offices and what it then sent to 

these field offies. Lieberman makes no reference to manpower disclsesures in the 

budget or Congressional hearings for appropriations, where manpower needs are detailed. 

“e also fails to explain how any of such information, partoculakly evidence, could be 

used in any criminal proceeding without the disclssure of what he attests must be 

withheld for the first time, to me at least, in the FBI's long historyeMoreover, he 

also does not state that these capabilities are in any way unique or in any way 

exceed what is entirely normal and public with regard to "audio analysis." I am 

aware of what was asked of the FBI and it involves no more than the use of standard a 

and well-known procedures already performed for the Congress by private persons. 

Can it be that the FB" is unaware of the similar testing does of President Rixon's 

clandestine tapings? lo secret procedurss were involved in them or what was asked of 

the FBL by the Attorney General as a result of referral from the Congress. 

3737 I do have personal knowledge of asvects of this because the FBI has withheld 

from me the recordgngs it was to have analyzed. First it simply lied and claimed not 
a 

to have them with hillips as the supe rvisor and then, when by accident such recordigs



atk 

were located exactly where I said they would be only for no search to be made for then, 

after several years they remain withheld - still without search for other copies that 

were kept elsewhere, where i informed the FBI they had been. What is really involved 

in tis is substantial questions of FBi misrepresentations, to the courts and to 

the special board convoked -ourside FOIA - to make the tests the FBI did not make for 

the Vongress. What also is cettain, from unofficial recordings of exactly what the 

FBI was too analyze, is that the FBI's transcription of these recordings was 

significantly inaccurate. What the FB may not know and what it is more likely not to 

know in the FOIPA unit is that these wecordings of the assassination—period broadcasts 

by the Dallas police, were leaked by the Dallas police to a sycophantic writer, Judy 

uM 

Zonner, who in turn made dubs available to "critics of the official. investigations, 

including the FBI's. 

58. "Audio Analysis” is not a function of FLI field oifices. There thus is no 

apparent relevance to Lieberman's reference to field office management prwctises and 

problems with regard to FBIHQ technical services and "audio analysis."Nothin;: of this 

nature is indicated on the tree pages to which he refers, 182-44 He xlaims (b)(2) 

for the three withholdings on these pages when quite clearly the informition withheld 

and cannot 

does not relate "solely to the internal personnel rules .nd practises." (Emphasis 

  

added." Exemption 7 (7) (8) can be invoked for investigative techniques and procedures, 

if there is need to protect them. 

above. One of these questuons is whether the FBI misled the special panel that 

made the requested study outside FOIS in representing as the original recordi ngs 

what there is reason to believe may not be the originales. Faced with the allegation 

that what it sent that panel was no originals in my other case in which phillips 

is the FOIPA supervisor, the FB! has made no denial. It has merely stonewalled for 

many years and continues to withhold dubs of those recorings admittedly Located and 

=r
 not exempt from disclosure. In fact, it was indicated to me that dubs were to be made “ 

for me.



technical 
29.1f there were genuine FBO concern over disclosure of its capabilities it 

would not have disclosed all that is in these three pages referring to farming such 

analysis out to the private sector. 

40. The generalization Leiberman states with regard to withholding defamatory 

information (pages 25-6) are in some instances legitimate When he states that 

"(+)here can be no articulable public interest served by the discasure of this 

kind of information" he just does not know what he is talking about and he flies int 

the face of a long FBI record os disclosure of the most defamatory personal i formation, 

including what it knew was false. tis also applies to other categories of persons 

he speaks about in the same paragraph, those who were the subject of FBI investigations 

noy publicly acknowledged and those mentioned in FBI files. It never withheld this 

kind of information until after tH Hoover was dead because he refused to permit such 

withholdings. Such information was not .arithheld from those estimated {0,000,000 

words and FBI documents published by the Warren Vommission or it its files that ~ 

exaltined at the National Archives. 

41. Lt withheld information that Clay Shaw, the central figure in the Garrison 

case in “ew Orleans and the person to believe was involved with “ee Harvey Oswald 

under the name of "Clay “ertran »' not only was homosexual but was a sado-maasochist. 
"Clay “ertrand was testified to by a lawyer, gean Andrees, now also dead. } 
(Shaw has been dead for many years." In that context indicated above, is there an 

"articulable public interest" in know that Shaw was such a person when that information 

oe
 . . +3 14 r , x 5 % ! = = . is cent al in the FBI's and the Warren Vommission s Supposed investigations of "Clay 

long 
Sertrand" and of allegations that Oswald was homosexual? Yet after Shaw was dead and 

buried the PBL, with "hillips its FOIA supervisor in my lawsuit, withheld all this 

information. There igs no indication any of it exists in that lawsuit and the records 

disclosed in it even that all information on Shaw, dead before the request was made, 

is a specific item of that request.Yet the FBI disclosed a headquarters paraphrase of 

the New Orleans information in its FBIHy general releases of 1977-8. “his infornation 

was given to Attorney General Clark, who made public statements based on it and the 

FBI laterd denied it have told Clark what he stated it had told him. Does this 

represent an "artculable public interest?" In Exhibit attached the New Yrieans



FBI's source acknowledged personal homosexual relations with Shaw, with two other 

TAT re : ° . 1 Pr = BI sources confirming him. This record geports other withheld and relevant ew 

Orleans information, including receipt of "information from two sources that Clay 

  

Shaw is identical with an individual by the name of Clay Bertrand." 

(Where this FBIHY record states only that was "in contact" with the lawyer, dean 

Andrews, "in connection with Lee Harvey “swald," it avoids mention of how - to 

arrange counsel for Uswald.dndrews was confirmed by another lawyer, Sam Nonk Zelden. 

(sie) 

2kzxgxseexexenenexbickexobvious that neither Phillips nor his staff analysist 

PRExBkexnpr Licherman made the balancing test Ideberman refers to 

42. The FBI is romarkably inconsistent in its claimed need to withhold defamatory 

information and its interest in protecting the innocent. When it made this claim in 

my case before this court 1 provided numerous illustrations of its contrary practise, 

With regard to Lee “arvey Cswald's mother, his widow, me and numerous black in jis 

Memphis recordse It disclosed its records stating that Mother Oswald slept with a man 

to whom she was not married, as Marjorie Fetters also is disclsoéd in its records in 

the widowed 
that case to have done, It disclosed more than this with regard to Marina Oswald and 

it named the man with whom she slept, who was at the time married.It disclosed Harina n
 

way 4 te x o 1 48 “ . , a Oswald's noctural sexual fantasies and longings. It disclosed, still in the case before 
anunmarried 

this court, the names of young 

ny J 

black women who allegedly sleptwith men and conceived 

by them and rather than having concern for the r families, lisberman's claim at this 

ck
 point, it went around and spread this information to those who employe the em menbers 

i Of her family in an effort to get them fired and pressure her. With regard to ny wife 

A, 
a and ime some of its infamy is in -the cited case record, the total fabrication that 

B we annuilly celebrated the Russian Revolution, the defamatory misrepresentation of 

annual religious gathering at a farm wee then owned. If as Ideberman states,"(+)he fact 

¢ HXkgersmm an individusl was the subject of an FBI investigation cluld create a 

ok: 

negative connotation. The erson cou,d be Stighatized....particulakly where no 
7 

preBious pub,ic acknowldegment has been indicated," how then, can the FBT explain ee .,



fa
e ts multitudinous representations that innumerable black are in some way subversive, 

as it does throughout the records disclsoed to me in the case before this court? 

" which seems to be negative In that record it has me classief under "bak robberies, 

gand defamatory enough, especiallt when I had ao connection with any bank robbery 

and it did not allege that I did? (It also has me filed m= in an espionage case when 

I had no such record and in other such defamatory "connotations.") it has alleged, 

mukkex entirely falsely, tnat I had a special relationship with a Soviet national 

inside the R USSR embassy and that someone from there visited me. I receive telephone 

calls about its defamations of me and my wife from members of the press who, itz 

seems to be entirely unlikely, couldvhave just stumbled on these records when in a 

Single day there were more than 40m000 thousand of them to be examined. 

5 43. VCertaibly people can be defamed by the FBI's disclosure of how it has 

them filed. It defamed every known critic of the official investigations of te JFK 

assassination by disclosing that it has them filed as subversives, the subversion 

consisting entirely of questioning the official solution to the crime or its 

investigationse 

44, But not every disclosure is defamatory and there were no reported protests 

or Claims of injyry when under Dirgector Uoover's order there were none of the .withh 

withholdings from so vast a collection of FBI records published by the Commission. 

There has been none of which I know from similar disclosures in the vast accumulation 

of such ricords disclsoed to me me and placed in the F..1's public reading room of 

which I know. The only compl ints of which + kmow are of FBI inaccuracye People it 

interviewed have told me that they told it what it did not repor and that it 

reported what they slid not say. It has ample motive for total withholding of identifications 

45. While because t disclosures can embarrass it. 

cr
 

45. While without doubt it should be consistent in its claims to exemption and 

its disclosures (in my case in violation of my invocation of the Privacy Act 

before any disclosure), it cannot properly and honestly make a blanket claim to 

1 Scary 
total withholding os such informatibn as Lieberman refers to. 

5 46. Te release of the names of perosns who provided information to the



#BI or of the i formation they provided, does not, authomatically and in all cases, w 

which is what Lieberman statesharm them or interfere wit. law enforcement activities. 

Lieberman merely skaxez amake conclusory statements, without citing even a scintilla 

of support and the long and extensive record cited above refutes him completely. 

Such withholdings must be and + believe are required to vee by the Act on a case—by— 

case basis. 

47. When Lieberman and his automatic ruberstamping of the FBI's withholdings 

get to "Names and/or information pertaining to FBI employees involved in disciplinary 

matters" and the (b)(6) claim to withhold hé flaunts his ignorance and his incompetence 

to make this attestation and truranscends what is merely ridiculous. He claims 

(pages 2729) F729 ) that the names of the discipined personnel is withheld because 

the House committee did not disclose those names. But he did not say that the FBI 

itself had made no disclosures and ina fact all the names have been publoshed, which 
below 

is impossible is the FBI did not amke them available. I will provide some of these 

disclosed names in connection with a selection of illustrations from Iieberman's 

Exhibit R. However, so the court can understand whether there is an "articulable 

public interest" in the identifications of those disciplined they are all accused of 

a u 
deficiencies in the performance of their duties with e regard to Lee Harvey swald 

ees nf 

and thus at. least by inference with a share in responsibility for + e assassination 

of the President. Voth some it was another very serious matter that, if the official 

account ol the assassination is to be believed, a defeciency and the desbhemzckon 

withholding oi evidence that could have prevented that assassination. If Lieberman 

imew this he does not mention it to this court . If he did not know it he was not 

competent to file this declaration befuseit is that basic. 

48, James Patrick Hosty wa Jr., was the Dallas Oswald case agente He was a 

supposed expert on subversives while he parroted the line of extremists of the right 

and reportedly associated with them while a Dallas FBI Sa, He was involved in 2 number 

ef serious incidents which are not mentioned by Lieberman and which have been xi&kscloed 

to me by the FBI, wkth the same records in its public reading room. Sire kitcar 

one of these led to Director oover ordering the FBI to break all relations with the



Dallas police. Hhe FBI refused even police training to Dallas. Hoover's ire was 

aroused because a Dalilas oolice lieutenant executed an affidavit stating that only 

minutes after the assassination, Hosty, the Oswald case agent, told him that they 

knew Oswald had the capability but d.id not think he would do any such thing. (As 

becomes clear below, this was the truth and the FBI knew it was the truth long before 

the FBI broke aoff all relations with the Dallas pilice over it.) 

49, Long after the assassination because the FBI suppressed the information 

it had, i was leaked and then confirmed that sseveral weeks before the assassi- 

nation Oswald went to the Dallas FBI office and ,@eft a letter for Hosty in which he 

threatened extreme violence. Accounts in the FBI Inspector General's investigation= 

disclosed to me by the FBI reflect uncertainty about the extent of his threat, not 

  

the threat itself. Yome of the nmnam4 named #3, employeds who knew of Oswald threat 

12 years ,hater rexalled that he threatend to bomb the FBI office, others that 

t hreatened to bomb the police he..duuarters, and some that he threatened to bomb both. S
 

Hosty acknowledged that he got a letter fom Oswald and that immediately after the 

assassination he destroyed it on the direct instructions of the Special Agen + in Charge. 

Yet several month later, when Hosty was a witness before the warren Yo mmison he 

swore that Oswald had no history of violence and gave no indication of any tendency 

boward violence. (Hosty has also r ported before the assassinat on that Ysyald beat 

his wife but apparently to the FBI gthat also is not violence.) FBI records disclosed 

to me indicate that after this knowingly perjurious testimony FBIHQ praised Hosty for ite 

50. The disciplining,which | believe was unjust, is no» for any of this. .t is 

because alleg dly swald should have ben included in the FBI's index of dangerous 
n 

people and a few other similar matters. 

D1eHowever, in this connection and as a blanket claim Leilicberman stetes that all 

hy
 

BI employee names must bee with hwld, both those of the dis ciplined agents whose 

nemes were disclosed and all other employees in any connection within the records 

p : ; G t 
processed for Alken. Iieberman pretends that the Inspector eneral's report and the 

raW material on which is is based were not disclosed whereas it was all disclosex to 

; tees the 4 . G me, eben the handwritten notes of the interviews by the Inzpector “ene. ral.



52eliebe:man makes th conclusory statement that "(¢)here is no identifiable 
or compelling 
public interesterved by" disclosing the names of those disciplined or the administrative 

sanctions taken. 4pparenly contibuting the the assassination of the President as the 

FBI itself explains that crime is not "identifible"” of "compelling" and how could 

there possible be any "public interest" - as the FBI alone sees public interest. 

53. Next ( pages 29-31) La&eberman states that the ga"names and identifying 
fe 

information of FBI Special Agents and clerical pe-sonpersonnel must be withheld} 

to underscore the ridiculouness of this claim I at this point cited Bsibit:  s 

an FBI Dallas record disclosed to me¥# in the case in which the self—Same SA Phillips 

is case supervisor. This record is from the Dallas JFK assassination main file. It 

not only discloses the names of all the special agents, it gives their home addresses 
—__>—=”=s@S=_ ca 

and phone numbers. Thus it is obvious that the FBI is imposing upon the tnust of this 

este tA sa 4 4 a ‘ court or files ¥ Firuth to it by those who doy not know anything about what they 

attest to under the penalties of Per Jur yjor bothe Obviously no legitimate purpose we 

tu FB under the Act is served by Withholding the names of those whose names i already 
n “vn _ 

Jisclosed. A(purpose thet isserved by this, however, is making it impossible to deter — 

mine how th: FBI employees pettbuned their duties and how dependable thier statements 

fr
e n this major, historical case are. 

54. The names of the clerical pexsonnel are also disclosed in the disclosed 

Jnslector Ceneral re¢cords and a list o f them is included in Lieberman's Exbubit R ~ (eee did he disclose would ,allegedly,, (Behi bit ) Hacingutissiogm this list of those he Claims he iep-protectimext? rex SS and make ——— ‘ f kKhekexprioeyy ioxdiigxmakes the usual bollerplated claim that not to withhod 

i Pn Bon tee a, Sic tt 
Pian ~ 

* . . ° t 
. 

chekew Aames "could resuly in haressment and intinidations"—he discloses awareness{of 

bavasnment tondGingimidation 
+} 
b, ne existence of the Inspector General's investigation in which they were all 

    

30 
disclosed years ago.
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55. "There is noidentifiable public interrst served by releasing the names ng 

abd initials of the FBI clerical personnel," Lieberman states, without any proof or 

basis for being credited offered or cited. This is similar to the claim he makes to 

withhold (the already disclosed) FBI Sa names, also without reason, proof or evidence 
the many 

to support that conclusory statement. Puxiams A few illustrations from the FBI's 

disclosures reflect the considerable public interest in those names and how those 

public employees performed or met their public responsibilities. The subject of the 

Inspector General's investigation is the receipt and destruction of a t reat to bomb 

vy the man who, in the official story, about two week later Iilledmthe Prrsident. 

Evexyunngxukthousxanyxexcepkymmyxenk Without a Single exception, each and every one 

the FBI Dallas employees who were aware of t is was and remainex silent for more 

that a decade. If the official story is beoleved, their silence is directly or in- wa
 

directly responsible for the assassination. Then, as soon as Osweld was safely dead, 

on instructions from FBIHQ (on which more below) the Dallas SWAC dorected the Oswald 

case agent, Hosty, to destroy that retraordinaily significant piece of evidence, 

Oswald's threat. Then the new President appointed a presidential commission to in- 

vestigate that crime and directed the FBL to assist it. The FBI on all levels, from 

A. the Director down, not only failed to inform the Commission of this Oswald threat 

and established tendency toward vi Violebce, its nase agent, Hosty, perjured himself before 

that Comission - and was praised by FBIHQ for his perjury. That FBI employees, on all 

levels and including those whose name it now claims the need to withhold, covld and did 

behave in this incredible manner may lead the FBI to attest that there is no public 

interest in it but those who pay for the Fol and its employees and who depend on it 

or their safety certainly hold a contrary view. To all except the culpable FBI there 

is great and readily~identifiable public interest ih disclosure. 

56. Lieberman pretends to a falsehood in pretending that the ONonly SA names 

isciplined. Other Dallas FBI SA names are withheld and 

tater I will provide some of them . One that is withheld is that of the JFK asassi- 

nation case agent, Robert P. Venberling. Gember cling was not only publicly silent about



FBI transgressions about which he had personal knowledge, he retired from the FBI and 

hit the hustings with a radical-right doatribe about those who questioned the FBI's 

infallibility and record in this investigations One element of Gemberling's silence 

has to do with the belated removal of a curbstone struck by an assassination bullet 

or bullet fragment for FBI laboratory analysis. Germberling was aware that this damage 

had been patched, certainly not by the long-dead Oswald. Yet he was silent when the 

FBI went through the charade of testing the patch and pretending it was the residue 

of the oroginal impact it tested and reported to the Commission and the world. Still 

another of those SAs examined motion and still pictures taken at the scene of the crine 

and at the time of the crime when they were made available immediately by the filn 

nat the movies are hot of value because they do not even show 

by the FBI 
the building from which the shots were fired, a conclusion made before there was az eS ? 

i
 processor. He stated 

real investigation.in fact that film holds almost 100 individual frames of not only 

the building but of the very window in which the FBI alleges Lee Harvey Owald was 

when he assassinated the prreside nt. Only, there is nobody in that window in this 

movie. The still,s this agent said, are also valueless because, although they show the 

President (and many others) at the very moment of the crime, they do not show Oswald. 

Maybe the FBI would have it beliefed that there is no “identifiable or #articulable" 

public interest in this but certaibly most ather Americans, those who pay the FBI, 

are entitled to a contrary view. Certainly we are entitled to know how who in the 

4 PBI verformed his duties at that time of great crisis and during the subsequent 

investigation of that most subversive of crimes. 

57. This 4ig Brotherky diksat of non-public interest extends (page 30) to 

withholding the neme of a Dallas SA who had been transferred to Denver. The FBI 

which had already disclosed his name to me and made it publicly available in its 

reading room goes to all this not inconsiderable trouble and cost and imposes both 

trouble and cost on the court and plaintiff to withhold the name already disclosed, to 

brief the matter and provide the Lieberman declaratione For all the world as tT ough 

the entire Inspector General's Report and underlying records were not already dis-



Hy
 closed, Lieberman s states that for him not to withhold this name could injure 

that SA, "Could give rise to an unfair, negative inference directed toward the Special 

Agent and therefore cause much embarrassment." 

58. Grim this is, but not a fairly tale, this portrayal of the FBI by the FBI 

of its perforamnce beforen during and after that most subversive of crimes ina 

Soclaety like ours, a crime that negates representiutive society, and FBI that 

through ignorance or malevolence so grossly misinforms a court of law and burdens 

it and others wrongly and unnecessarily and this when supposedly conforming to that 

most democratic of laws, the one that is said to guarantee the people the right to 

know what their government doesm,. 

59. Lieberman next (pages 31FFQ continues his catalogue of conjectured horrors, 

not one of which is supposed by eny evidence or citation of evidence, under the 

headings of "Unwarranted Invasion of Pgersonal Privacy." In addressing his summary 

representation of this earlier and not only disputing his statements but citing the 

record which is that the FBI earlier had always disclosed precisely this information, 

beginning with Director Hoover's order that it do so, I have addressedanic 

and contradicted what he here states at greater length. Here | state only that if 

what Lieberman here states the FBI would never dare take a case to court because it 
(page 35 and late:, pages 48-9) 

could not produce a live witness. He here also enlarges upon the claim thet for the 

FEI to identify local ¢ cooperating police agen¢ies would mean the viryual end of 

law enforcement cooperation, if not law enforcenent itsclf. As I staté earlier, he 

‘attests to fiction because the FBI's record wit: its disclosures to me, including 

before this court, refute him and this newer boilerpalte. In general, allt that 

  

he here states must be withhled earlier had never been Withhold, not until the Fi 

and others saw this as a way of stobewalling and frustrating the Act and overwhelming 

requesters and their counsel. After 5 20 years of the routine disclosure of the names 

of those who do no more than their assigned duties, cooperating with other police 

agencies, including the FBI, he does not cite a Single instance in wich there really 

was any of these horrors he and his boilerplate conjecture. I have spoken to many 

Je police in a number of jurisdictions and their consistent complaint is that the FBI hogs



the credit for their work. The names of all the Dallas police, in FBI rports, were 

disclosed and published by the FBI, yet there is no report of any of these conjectured 

horrors to the police or to normal law-enforcement cooperation. The names of a large 

number of Memphis police who cooperated with the FBI were disclosed before this court, 

to me, yet there has not been any of the catastrophes the FBI and Lieberman lay on 

this court now. 

60. fhe FBI is firmly continced," Lieberman states (page 48)"that any adverse 

effect on the existing system of exchange of information between cooperating law 

enforcement agencies would lead to disasterour, far—re: iching consequences," 

information 
He further assures this court that “unless the confidentiality under wh hich/exchanges 

occur is protected, the willingness of cooperating agencies will be reconsidered" 

and thus, (i)f the identities of these agencies or the information they furnish 

were to be made public under FOIA," horror of horrorsm that disaster "and the 

go oa
 

f
e
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fut
 

im ch
 ty of the FLI to fulfill its investigative ‘mesponsi'b bilities would be 

(emphasis added) eroded." Worse yet, he has already stated, if the names of the 

cooperating police wef. to be disclosed. Their personal lives, in addition, would be 

ruined, as Lieberman represent it for himself anf for the FBI. 

62. With so long a record of disclosures under FOIA, some more or less voluntary 

and some under the compulsion of the courts, including this court, it does seem just 

a teeny—weenie bit strange that with all its great experience with so many police 

forces ahd the great volume of records it keeps and indexes and such enormous fears of 

disasters it and Lieberman do not offer this court even a sing gle example of such 

terrible things following FOIA disclosure. However, there is an extensive and detailed 

record, both before this court and also involving the police agencies involved in the 

JFK assassination investigation, and this rerord pught let Lieberman and the PBI 

enjoy less trouvled slepp and fewer fears about"the abi ility of the FBI to fulfill it 

investigative f unctions" except for what it does OQ that not normal police activity, ™ c
h
 

like interfering in proper and constitutionally proected activities, planting spies 
. a khe charitable activities 
in religious and other groups engaged in proper activities ? trying to induce 

popular leaders like Dr. sartin Luther King, Jr., to idl himself (disclosed to me



in the case before this court, including the names of the FBI people involved at all 

Stages and even the name of the former SA who was the courier and flew to « distant 

city with the FBI's concoction so t.at when maioed it would not bear trices of 

Washington and FVIHQ.). 

62. The anundant and public record should reassure the court and, if he is 

really troubled, Lieberman and the FBI up to its new dir ctor, thttthere is to 

worry about from the disclosure of what he and the FBI withhold - not only because 

so much of it is arleady disclosed by the FBI itself but because the most intimate 

Y details of the "cooperation" have in the past been disclosed, including to me, which 

gives me personal knowledge, with law enforcement being reduced to a shambles and 

without any reduction in int er-agency cooperation. 
PBI' disclosed 

63. Before theis court, in thé MURKIN main files of Headquarters and a number 
police 

of field offices and in other files, the extensive amount of information provided to 
open to all 

he FBI was disclosed and is in the FBI's public reading room. 4nd not just the reports 
_ The FBI 

of the "red" squad in Memphis. All of the details of the police investigations, rushed it 
oe in 

to washington by teletype and other rapid means and then amplified in legnthy and 

ck
 

2 

detailed memoranda and other means of reportinge as the police developed information 

they provided it to the FBI and the FBI promptly forwarded it to Washgton throughout 

éach day ani at the end of each day the “emphis FBI samt wired and soletimes phoned 

& suumary to FBIHQ. 411 disclosed, all public, all open in the FBI's reading room. 

“his is true also of the other field offices and of foreign countries where, at 

least in theory, the ¥BI is not supposed to be operative and on t is basis alone 

all in °
°
 

ormation developed abroad and disclosed was information provided by those 

foreign police agenciees. I recall that not fewer than eight such foreign countries! 

agencies are disclosed in + e MURKIN file ag having provided the information they 

developed, in some countries more than one agency. sll disclosed, without any Catastrophy. 
CZ 65. The court may recall the matter of crime—scene photographs, a specific 

item of my request. The FBI denied that it had any crime scene photographs and I



described exactly what photographs the FBI had. This included those taken by the 

“emphis police. How did I know that the FBI had the Memphis police photographs? 

Contrary to the FBI's effort to intimidate the court and trouble it, I knew because 

one of h the higher officials of the Memphis policemtold mee He also told me other 

details of their cooperation with the FBI. 

64. The court may also recall the matter of the Time-Life photographs. How 

{f
H did I know the FBI had them? Because, contrary to the FBI's misrepresentation to this 

court, that if the cooperation of private persons is disclosed law enforcement 

is in ruins, 1 knew because the appropriate executive to that corporation skaw 

told oe they had provided c opies to the FBI. 

65. What I state in the immediate preceeding paragraphs bout the cooperation 

with the FBI of other agencies applies also to the FBI's disclosed JFK assassination 

r-cords, which are much more nunerous than those in the King case. Even when iocal 

police performe:: illegal scts to obtain information and then provide:. it to the 

PBL the FBI disclosed by the oinformation and the manner in which it was obtained 

illegally to me, this information also is in its reading room and readily available, 

and the sky did not fall on law enforcement. 

66. The New Orleans police did a "blacl "black bag" job on an investigator 

for the reputed mafia boss Varlos Narcello, records relating to whom are involved 

in this instant cause and in the Vaughn indexing. It gave the FBI the originals it 

stole and all of this and the FBI's distribution is disclosed. Without a ripple of complaint. 

[-
45
 MS CL. to Lieberman's nightmare all police agencies are anxieous to let it 

be known that they do cooperate with the FBI. Their cokplain is that the FBI takes 

credit for their work and tends to dominate and freeze then oute it is generally 

=i } FBI and with each other. ® hy
 understood that all police agencies cooperate with the 

68.4 purpose other than the usual stonew:lling and deterni ation to withhold 

information from the public can be perceived in the really very large misrepresentation 

by the PBI through Lieberman - for the FBI to be able to continue to take credit for 

itself for the work of these other c coperating agencies.



68. How worried are the State of Texas and the City of Dallas and their police 

agencies abaut thts horror Liebemrman and the FBI would have this court believe? 

The Texas Court of Inquiry in the JDP assassination case deposited copies, aside 

from those it has available to t e public in the Austin, Texas archive, with the 

library of Congress, where I obtained a file drawer of records detailing the 

local cooperation with the FBI. The FBI, in turn, provided not only copies of 

its own records relating to this cooperation to the Warren Commission - the Commission's 

nd . records, all disclosed, containy copies of the Texas versions of this cooperation with 

the FBI.



69. That is precisely what it did in MURKIN he when James Earl ay was captured. 

The means by which he was identified is a means specifically rejected by FBIHQ 

when it was proposed: the Canadian “ounties made « search of Canada's passports 

and found Ray's picture with his alias. Based on this information Scotland Yard 

nabbed Ray at the 4ondon airport. Lt notified the FBI promprly, so promptly that 

the FBI jumped the gun with an announcement talcing credit for itself so fast that 

the FBI erred, sc fast it was before the Attoreny General could know and say a worde 

i
 

70. Uhe FBI was so open about police cooper rativeness, until the present £ 

boilerplate about disasters was seen as a means of stonewalling requesters, over— 

burdening the courts, negating the lar Tg and protecting the FBI from embarrassment, 

&@ cooperating 
it disclosed the fact that J. Edgar Hoover sent Xhristmas card to srkkeacce 

& pro~lNazi high in the Po¥tugese police. I cannot say that this also is in the 

FBI! eading room but the information was disclosed to me and I was not the 

recent—tears 
ith the PRI's pustek@Qtexmemting boil erplate, Licberman 

4 states that thevidentities of and information provided by financial, credit and 

commercial institutions cannot be teleased because "that would impede future in- 

vVestigative efforts by the FBI by diminishing the willingness of such sources to 

precislely thos informations under 
+ - and 
Yirector Hoover's orders beginning with the Warren Commissionf continued to disclose 

it to me in all my FOIA litigetion and the FDL, ~so=fas=es= Wt ves U 
and information 

It has disclosed such cooperation to me even when it was 

d the FBI."(pages 49-50) The FBi disclosed 

  

improper and even when the field offices notified ERK BIH that if any use were to 

be made, a subpoena would be required first. Yet so far as is known, it received 

undiminished cooperation from such private sources. 

Under "Investigative Techniques and Procedures Lieberman conclides (pages 51-2) 

with +1 es sas . e.4 i . With the claim that it is necessary to withhold where microphones were placed and how 

Many were used in two instances. Not to withhold, he says, “would educate criminals 

howk to protect themselves avainst this type of s urveillance." Perhaps + is x might be



IVY 

true of petty stret criminals, if the FBL buhs them, but there is no reason to believe 

that any part of Lieberman's conjecture is true with regard to those able to afford 

bug detection services or who themselves have any sophistication. The maximum capa= 

bility is always assumed and the number of possible locations is limitless, varying from 

case to case. He justifies the withholding of "monitoring information," with not a 

another single word to describe it on the sume claim, that not to withhold would 

educate crininals. “his also is contrary wixxke to the FBI of the past, which 

the VYepartment 
released such information to me and in one sensational case/made wholesale releases 

to the press, with a t ick stack of vernatim transcripts and all the details Lieberman 

claims would jeopardize use of électronic surveillance. 
New Vrleans _ 

73. T This wholesale operation was when the “epartment indicated Dist ict ttorney 

Jim Garrison on tax charges. (He was acquitted.and is now a State Supreme Court 

judge.) The complete identification of the taps and microphone surveillance xrsx 

were disclosed in fuli, virtually bragged about, with no harm to-use of the techniques 

or to law enforcement knowne 

74. In the case of “arina Oswald, xemmatsx documented fully in my case before 

this Court, the FBI disclosed precisely this information, where the bugs were located, 

what was tapped, all all of the monitoring details. including the agents on each 

shift, their notes on what they overheard (they also taped what they heard and offered 

me that but I declined it) and even full details on where they monitored — from a 

disguised van parked nearby. Before it started usingsuch boilerplate and began 

inherently threatening; the courts with it they even disclosed the most intimately 

private information picked up with tese electronic surveillances and was so unembarrased 

they even disclosed their intrusions into her sonsultations with counsel. 

75. In short, Lieberman offers nothing but entirely unsupported conjecture to 

support the withholdings he does not even understand because he is so uninformed and 

he is grossly ignorant of the subject matter when knowledge of it is a prewecuisite 

1 
to any honewt statement under the penalties of perjury. The FBI's public record, 

cited in part above from memory, is exactly opposite what he states to the



5. Of course there are needs to withhold information, to protect the innocent 

and to avoid interfering withl legitimate law enforcement and most peiple want no 

harm to the innocent or impediments to lew enforcement. The attornies general have 

held that even in such instances more disclosre is called feancteerticorx 

for in historical cases, of which this is onee In order to balance the conpeting 

interests knowing the subjedt matter and what has already been uissclosed officials & 

is a minimum requirement and of all the many subejct-matter experts in its employ, 
af 

including in its FOTPA unit, the FBI sekeftctiex selected a subject-matter ignoramus 

to attest to and unload its unproved and boilerplated claims upon this court. 

+ 4 77. Where there is the potential for serious danger from disclosure, such as of 

+4 Ss Ae 
one LON ifications of symbol rather than imaginary confidential informants, the 

PBI, contrary to Lieberman's representations, has disclosed real identifications, 

actual names. there are five such instabces in my case before this court and I did not 

use all of them. I recall at least three others I did not use, symbols informants in 

tenphis.In each of thes five cases I informed the FBI immediately and it never 

once responded, such is its concern. I belie believed it would want me to return 

those records and would want to remove them cfrom its public reading room but despite 

seeing the BI SAs involved regularly in those days, I got neither a letter nor a 

verbal comment. With regard to a wammmockwisxmstix named woman informant the FBI had 

inside the mafia, I was so concerned I called this tp wuin Shea'® attention but I 

stil heard nothing from the FBE.In my case before this court the record shows that 

it disclosed the name of symbol informer Uliver Patterson over his written objections 

and at least one other of its St. Louis informants was disclosed. Yet there was no 

harm if there was a lack of FBI concern for their safety. 

78. I n the 52 pages of the Lieberman declaraction there is not a Single claim 

that is not contrary to the FBI's records with with and disclosures to me and of which 

~ have close lmowledge, such as what it authorized the Warren Commission to disclose. 

79. L have xem also read the FBI records in his Uscibit R. I have selected a 

few of them to illustrate what + state in the foregoing paregrpahs and I atéest of



personal knowledge in what 1 state about them in the following paragrpahs. Where no 

80. page numbers appear on the copies provided to me I identify those pages 

with a letter. 

80. Page 13 incikdes the distribution to another agency Lieberman stated had 

to be withheld. 

8i.letter A withhold what I've never known the FBI to withhold before and what 

t has always and in some volume tdsclosed to me, the employee of a media component 

who helped it. 

G2. Six pages of Item 713 typed pagesnumbered4 14, 15, 32 and 33 address hoi 

ds were processed for disclosure in that all were orginally to be held as 

properly classified ass secret when it was never withhhled and was in the publLoshed 

Waren Vommission information and also was disclosed to me in ather form and is in 

the FBI's reading roome “yped page 20, in context, ought not hold any properlt 

classified information. Hith regard to the organizations ment ioned by name, the 

HoI did disclose that it was able to and did intercept mail to them and had their 

waste paper collected for it by a building employee. yyped page 31, lie berman page 

107, the FBI has already disclosed t at its pre assassination interest in Oswald and 

his wife was to determine whether they had been approached by the KGB. If this refers 

to another alleged LI interest in Oswald, another interest was public imowledge, 

the subject of publisher Commission testimony, and was originally and improperly 
—33 -109 

withheld from typed page 32, licberpan pages108, to ascertain if Oswald had been to 

the Soviet “nbassy in Hexico VCity. I doubt the genuineness of this represented 

reflection of interest because the FBI kmew because Odwald had identified himself 

by name and he was picked up on electronic surveillences by the CIA, which notified 

the FSi promptly. (The foregoing was publicly and officially disclosed.) I also call 

to t e court's attention that all of the information referred to as obtained fron 

swald was obtained by the Dallas police which, the FBI disclosed, gave it to the 

#BI- contrary to Licberman's statement to this court, readily disclosed by the FBI, 

Page 111 withholds as class sifged, required to'be withheld by law, to protect



both pribact and allegedly confidetial sourcés a well-known cock~and—bull Story 

admittedly invested by an intelligence agent for the former Dominican dictator 

Samoza in the hope t at it would lead to severe United States action against Cuba. 

Ambassador was gung ho! for it and if the CTA had not debunked the story and he had 

had his way World War IIT might well have started then. The man is Algarada ykarte 

and. botht eh B F BI and CIA disclosed the full details of xkex his farbication and 
in known 1 a o se 5 utes ais how he confessed to it. “his story has been publicly and officially disclosed for 

vite a fev years yet in Liebermantd representation it must be withheld as curren ntLly 

12
 

andp properly classified and the undisclosed and properly classi information of 

another agency he does not name, the CIA (There has also been State Department dis- 

closure. )z ~hisitalso is another phoney claim to the need to withhold dissemination 

markings and other such frivolous and entirely imaginary reasons. ther similar stories 

also are officially disclosed. 

= Page 112 is a publicly disclosed story kkke of which there are several that 

) could be within the redaction. One admit ed by t e FBI is that Comission ember and 

later President Ford was an informant inside the Commission for iir. DeLoach. 

Page 113 and three attached pages refer to and are a parayhrase of what was long 

ago disclosed officially by both the FBI and CTA except possible for some of page 113, 

of which the entire vext is withheld. Nosenko had just been interviewed by the FBI" 
4 

hington field office, which sent this report to FBIHY and the New York field office. 
Was 

4 

*rom the filins numbers this was the subject of an earlier FOTA requests.ami The full 

vexts of the several FI interviews of Nosenkko have been publcly available for years, 

rithout any redactions. He was also the Subject of what the Cla described as full 

aisclosure by it to the House Select Commttee on Assassination. I therefore iwUestion 

iether any of the content of the paraphrase of the much lercer disclosure qualifies 

for classification in anv deerec     
. 

> 5 1 “Eatiy > om) 
“ 

. 
but + do know that if it refers to the FBI's intormer lmown as " edora," that infornavion 

& been within the public domain. Hedora was a defected Russian or a dohble 

.
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Af and dissemination policies handled separately. 

- {  RESULTS’OF FINDINGS RE INVESTIGATIVE DEFICIENCIES: 
5 e's a> . ". 

= yp ene ‘~ —-Itis definitely felt subject Oswald should have been on the Security - 
2 | Index (SI) based on following facts: (This is based solely on information in our 

filés.at time of and prior to assassination and does not take into consideration ~~ ‘) 
information Sudsequently developed.) (1) Subject’s defection to Russia and statement 
that he never would return to United States for any reason. (2) Stated he was 

r, Marxist and advised Department of State he would furnish Soviets any information 
(fhe had acquired as Marine Aviation Electronics Expert. Also affirmed in writing 

allegiance to Soviet Union and said service in Marine Corps gave him chance to . 
observe American imperialism. According to State Department Oswald displayed 
air of new "Sophomore" Party liner at that time. (3) Upon returning td the United 

y_- States Oswald displayed cold, arrogant, general uncooperative attitude-aut refused 
> to take Bureau Polygraph test to determine if he had cooperated with t§é Soviets or had 
Q current intelligence assignment. (4) On 9/28/62 it was learned Oswald’ was subscribing 
y to "The Worker," east coast Communist newspaper. (5) In April, 1963,“learned he 
¥ had been in contact with Fair Play for Cuba Committee, New York, and passed eut . 
% pamphlets and had placard around neck reading "Hands Off Cuba - Viva.Fidely" "2 - 
: :(6) Wrote letter June 10, 1963, to "The Worker" asking for literature saying he was. SRI 

; \ forming Fair Play for Cuba Committee in New Orleans and he sent hohorary ve Reo tf 
\ ‘\membership to "those fighters for peace" Mr. Gus Hall and Mr. ‘B. Davis (Beh = * :. 

. \3 Davis). (7) Arrested August 9, 1963, New Orleans, passing out Fair Play for .. Po. |. 
Le Cuba pamphlets on street. Shortly thereafter interviewed on radio and said’ Russia ia | 

[ 5 had gone soft on Communism and Cuba only real revolutionary country in world wee 
>} today. (8) Contact with Soviet"Embassy, Mexia) September and Qgtuber, 1963." 87" 
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“Menp randum for Mr. Tolson 

Re: Lee Harvey Oswald 

upon the opportunity sent e t x lic 
safety as shown by overt acts or s ithi garg, established 
through reliable sources, informants or individuais.™ 

  

  

  

Upon sybject's return from Ry s on 6/14/62, h - viewed and displayed a recalcitrant attitude, The only investigation conducted was 
to interview a number of Government Officials, three relatives and check with two Communist Party informants. The case was then closed after a second interview 
with subject by Dallas report dated 8/30/ 62, No neighborhood or employment sources 
developed, wife not interviewed, mail covers or other techniques not used to deter- ine whom Oswald in contact with or whether he had intelligence assignment. 
inspector feels this limited investi is limi n tion inadequate. Dallas Agent responsible for iad ao onnlanatjon 3726763 was ho is now retired, and no explanations obtained from him. 

Dallas reopened _case 3/26/63 assigne ecial Agcn (fi Jr., and_supervised by Field Superyisor After sending Bureau a letter on 3/25/63 setting out leads to determine Oswald's employment and consider interviewing Oswald's wife, the Bureau was not furnished any information until 8/23/62 and then only after the Bureau had made inquiry of Dallas. It was not until 9/10/63 that Dallas reported subject Oswald subscribed to "The Worker" on 9/ 28/62 and on April 21, 1953, had been in contact with New York Fair Play for Cuba Committee, advising then _ that he passed out Fair Play for Cuba pamphlets and had placard around neck reading "Hands Off Cuba - Viva Fidel." Relief Sisers fil i2e< he receiv 
| | information from New York concerning subject's sa ription to “The Worker" an rr toox no action except to route it to former Agen “He advised he did not feel this information warranted reopening case. Inspector does not agree, but feels in eran = ona. 
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    ‘| | light of _Subjectis defection, case should have been reopened at first indication of '{ } communist sympathy or activity. i 

   Special Agen advised that New York did not report Oswald's 4/21/63 Fair Play for Cuba contact to Dallas until letter se 27/63 and Dallas did not feel it necessary to report it to Bureau until 9/10/63. admits it "possibly" 

T
R
 

    

  

1 Cn ve would have been better to have reported on this matter earlier. 
er 

      

  

     
    

    

Special Agent New York, handled this matter | |i States information was received from anonymous source an because of heavy volume of such material he handied urgent matters first and finished entire 
processing at approximately the end of June, 1963. . 

XW 
  

= | Servicer: SREY New York, makes similar explanation. se) | Inspector feels 66-day delay from to 6/27/63 entirely too longto.procesg ‘| | | such material, particularly inasmuch as New York in no position to determine value 
of some of this material to other offices who have ctive cases opened on individuals . 

oe 7 » Li 
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". Memo for Mr. Tolson 
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Re: Lee Harvey Oswald 

. dvised Dallas considered the most important aspect of this 

case the interview of Oswald's wife and did not deem it advisable to interview. 

her in March, 1963, because they developed ation that Oswald drinking to 

excess and beat up wife on several occasions. stated that they allowed a - 

60-day “cooling-off period” and then couldn't locate Oswald or his wife until New 

Orleans located them in New Orleans and advised Dallas on 7/17/63. No instructions 

given New Qrleang to interview Mrs. Oswald. 
: . e ? 

onpr/ 

B: vised that after Oswald's return to Dallas was verified on 

11/1/63 no interview was conducte of Mrs. Oswald because Dallas awaiting    
    

   information from New Orleans. advised investi Oo designed to 

avoid having Oswald's wife "gain the impression she was _ being harassed or 

hounded because of her immigrant st tus in order that the interview when conducted 

a productive as possibl " -“ 

yetive pa pessiley”  Lauelw crab, mn bod a 

spector feels thi entire facet of investigation mishandled, Mrs. 

Oswald _defin should haye keen | interviewed and Tnspe ctor feels best time ~ 
— ite ly & 

= 

‘to get informa tion from her would be after she was beaten yp _by_her husband as 

    

    
   

Cc 

  it is felt she would be far more likely to cooperate when angry at Oswald 

    

    

    

   
        

q otherwise. . 

mY 

On 11/1/63 Dallas determined from Mrs. Ruth Paine that Oswald 

working at the Texas School Boyk Depository (place from which assassination 

shot ficed by Oswald). Mrs. Paine unaware of Oswald's residence but stated 

Oswald's wife living with her. = he made pretext telephone call to 

Oswald's place of employment and was ld Oswald residing with Mrs. e. | 

Not recordéd in Tile, On 1173/63 Mm Paine recontacted and unable to furnish 
information as to Oswald's residence address, 

        

    

but stated Oswald had visited 

his wife at Paine's house on 1/2 and 3/63. At this point Dallas held investigation 
    Jin abeyance and no further investigation made until assassination. 

  

  

explained that he held invest igation in abeyance to be 

certain he was in possession of all information from New Orleans so he could 

possibly interview Mrs. Oswald and conduct further investigation. He was 

aware as of 10/8/63 that OQvald had been in contact with the Soviet Embassy in 

Mexico City but felt because Oswald was employed in nonstrategic position, 

where he would not have access to irf ormation important to national defense that 

he was justified in holding investigation in abeyance, Inspector definitely does not 

agree. New Orleans submitted i6-pagze report 10/31/63 eads qutstanding 

in New Orleans were to ascertain Oswald's whereabouts, No indication New Orleans 

had any further data and New Orleans RUC'd case by form 11/19/63. Even if 

New Orleans had not reported all informa tion in their possession, Dallas should 

have intensified investigation in light of Oswald's contact with Soviet Embassy 

    

    \ and not held investigation in abeyance. Supervisor   dvised he   
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"Memo to Mr. Tolson 

Re: Lee Harvey Oswald 

ls         

    

discussed above SV oe steps witt 

which handled, 5 
criteria’ 

   
xico on 20/8 /58.03) — 

Lead set out by Dallas in March 25, 1963, letter for Dallas to deter- 

“mine present employment of Oswald and, thereafter, determine whether wife should 

be interviewed. This was not followed _by Bureau for approximately five months 

allas was asked about this lead alter subject arrested in New 

> Fair Play for Cuba pamphlets, Seat of Government Super- 

kes ce states additional l investigation not conducted until subject. 

arrested for Fair £ iba activity inasmuch as he reviewed L nvestigation and - 

evaluated “that “subject ¥ was not éngaged in activities inimical to the U
nited States. . 

ES Estates did not feel interview of subject's wife warranted and did not. {feel . 

4 3\ ee Oud be 2 Feopengd at | Bureau on . 3/ 25/1 63 merely to follow Dallas z re consideration 

with Soviet authorities in 1 Me 

  

       

       

  

    

      

   

        

   

   

    

until 8/21/63 when D 

Orleans ?op distributin 

‘advised he did not feel su subject's activities came 

  

     
     

   

  

| it will also be noted that stop placed against subject in Identification 

Division which was removed by iiigara on 10/9/63 after subject arrested in 

New Orleans for Fair Play for Cuba Committee on 8/9/63. eee stop 

was placed in event subject returned from Russia under an assum e and - 

was inadvertently not removed by him on 9/7/62 when case closed. Inspector 1 feels 

SeEewe in error in removing stop on subject in Ident_on 10/9/63, ‘particularly 

ater arrest on 8/9/63 for Fair Play for Cuba Committee activity in New Orleans. 

eer have missed further arrests without stop in Ident. Inspector : or also feels 

' Gheesling erred in not having additional investigation conducted when subject 

returned to United Sates ies aid Chéésling Wrong in HO having 66 i subject placed on al. 

Instant case supervised at Seat of Government by Nationalities 

Intelligence Section regarding Fair Play for Cuba aspects and the Espionage 

Section regarding defection aspe and contact with Soviet ee in Mexico. 

Seat_of Government Supervisor rt eee supervise: d the Fair Play 

for Cuba aspects of this case from 8/16 until 10/ 31/0: . He failed to have Oswald 

put on the SI in spite of considerable F Fair. Play. for Cuba activity coupled with | soviet 

defectic ion 1 background, ih n explanation n he 2 claims he did not feel Oswald met sriteria 

||for, inclusion on &I. 
gg eS 
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Memo for Mr. Tolson 

Re: Lee Harvey Oswald 

  

OBSERVATIONS: 

   
   

  

   

  

   
    

    

As indicated above, there were a number of investigative and -. 
/ reporting delinquencies in the handling of the Oswald case. Oswald should have 

een on the Security Index; his wife should have been interviewed before the 
assassination, and investigation intensified - not held in abeyance - after Oswald 

. contacted Soviet Embassy in Mexico. It was handled by two different Sections in the 

Domestic Intelligence Division, i,e., Nationalities es Intelligence and Espiona 

| 

  

While Section cuts i ec not see instant file or r participate 
in the supervision of this case, s felt they_have c certain over-all responsibility 
for properly indoctrinating and training subordinate supervisory personnel and should 
be censured. This also apes to Inspectoraa™ ees, Who heads the Espionage 
esearch Branch, and Assistant Director i=——ns ar 

    

    
   
   

    

  

        

  

assigned Dallas until 4/24/ 63 and @ 
assigne Dallas since 2/63 , did not ‘have an n_opportuni ty to review 

ini tile, However, it is felt that they have over-all responsibility for properly 
training. and indoctrinating subordinate personnel and should be censured. 

: 4 a , Concerning the administrative action recommended hereinafter, there 
' Jis the possibility that the Presidential Commission investigating instant matter 

will subpoena the investigating Agents. If this occurs, the possibility then exists 
that the Agents may be questioned concerning whether administrative action had been 
taken against them. However, it is felt these possibilities are sufficiently remote 
that the recommended action should go forward at this time. It appears unlikely at 
this;time that the Co misaibys subpoenas would go-down to the nt level. - 
On wag ir mney wee — 
RECOMMEND ATIONS: 

%}, (Veteran), Dallas - Censure and probation 
for inadequate investigation including earlier interview of Oswald's wife, delayed 
reporting, failure to put subject on Security Index, and for holding investigation in 
abeyance after being in receipt of information that subject had been in contact with 
Soviet Emba ssy, Mexico City. If approved, to be handled by the Administrative 

“OL | , LOZy - [tne ae ae : 
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. ne B) cavecrescpuc anes TY Aaa ne - pages 143-8 are an inspector General report on alleged defi FBI deficiencies 

    

  

all of these names if beyond my present capabilities. I do identify the first 

fs case agent in Dallas as John J. Fain and his replacement as James “artick Hosty, Jr. 

: - 
and even if this information had not earlier been disclosed there is no poin Gt

 

in 

withholding it here because they both testified before the Comission and thus are 
Kenneth 

easily identified in any event. H&N&X Hosty's supervisor is named Howe. I do not 

recall the names of all FBIHY supervisors who were disclip disciplined but I do recall 

> 
ri that one was Richard ogge. What is redacted at the top of page 147 has been disclosed 

by both the FBI and CIA, that Oswald was spotted in Mexico City and the RBEX 

  

USSR and Cuban embassies. I belieeve that all the FRING names that are withheld are 

readily identified, if anyone has the interest, because their names and assignments 

: 12 2 7 4 2 = r i - = \ are in disclosed records. (The crabbed notations are in Je Edgar 4oover's writing. } 

Page B, Item 96 withholds a e FBI SA's name when from context it was 

  

disclosed to me in the list of all the Dallas Sds 

Page C was earlier disclosed to me without any redaction and none is justified 

except as haras:ment because it is all public in any event from the SA with the 

withheld name going on national TV to advertise for speaking engagements. It is 

Robert P. Gemberling, who was the JUK assassination investigation in Yallas until 

he retired. He was also rehired on a partutime consultancy basis, also officially disclosed. 

His wa name ap ears on all the field office information forwarded +o HBIHQ for the 

Warren Commission and was published by it and is in its available files at the 

National Srchives. 

ase DB Ewo handwritten pages withholds and intended to withhold as a national 

security matter what is officially disclosed. Th:.t this remained classified until 1984. 

indicates the I3I attotude toward silly secrecy because all of this onformation has 

been available since the Warren Commission records were available. In addition, still 

further informatiin about this never-secret matter was disclosed to me in about 1978. 

i . =, . 1 . ~ have no idea who the FBI wa gulling on page 2 but it was never a secret that the



Jo 

ohoto in que nm Was provided to the FBI legal attache in “exico city by the CIA 

Station there. I've forgotten the name of the assistant legal attache who flew from 

Hexico City to Dallas late the night the President was Illed. He was later elected 

to Congress as a _epubl Lican. He flew in a public identified Navy plane and was met at 

the Dallas airport by SA Wallace eituan. He also had with hin a tape recording of 

an electronic intercept of Oswald, I've forgooten whether it was at the Russian, 

the I
H
 

Vv 

uban or both embassies, but this also has never been secret. The names of al 

legats were also disclosed publicly. The FBI also released a memo to the Secret 

P Service of + e day after the assassination veporting what SAds who were familiar 

with Oswald had to say about the picture and his voice. “o, what was there to 

classify or withhold? 4nd why other than for harmssment would ¢he FBI do this now? 

101 Page 101. If the redacted GIA name is that of the late James Angleton, which 

4 is not unlikely from another record relating to this general subject matter, the 

court knows how ri:iculous this withholding is. The names of all the CIA people who 

were in a liaison role with the Commission have been disclosed if this is not @ngleton 

and some are dead. If the withheld body of ttis record Hesksstates what was given 

to the CIA relating to Oswald in the USSR, that also has been disclosed. So also, 

Ssupposedl#y, is the CIA's information. 

Pages 163-177. not attached, also deal with the dis iplining of FBI personnel/. 

They needlessly withold other publicly disclosed names, like that of Milton Kaack 

in Mew “rleans. He refused to accept censure and left the FBI inst ad. 

Page D withholds, allegely to protect privacy, an indictment said to be "verbatim," 

Doc ment His a copy, bearing an FBTHQ number that is in sequence with later 

“ ongressional inquiries, of a document in the Warren Commission's files. The SA 

O'Connor reports also were disclosed and + published them in 1967. There was, as I 

re all, at least two attributions to Vastro, one maiz allegedly made HE at the 

Srazilian embassy and reported in summaries that were printed in the United States by 

the Associated Press and the pastro speech of November 27, 1963 was broadcast by Luba



reported 
(some secret!) and also by the Associated Press, whose account I also published. 

A 
One of the FBI's non—secret sources was a Cuban, as I recall a former diplonat. 

Exhibit is the unidentified four-page FBI record disclosed to “Llen early in 

this litigation. Two of these pages were in those to be indexed. I provide all four 

because they are relevant, ami disclose what Lieberman states uust be Withheld and 

because they provide motive for FRI withholding and Stonewallinge. This outline 

might be afrom the House committee, but because what originated with it was not to 

be disclosed I do not believe it is of that origin. It appears to be an FBI damage- 

control outline, of what it might be called upon to face. Sum: The paperclip that 

are Visible were placed earlier by me for othur purposes, for use in another la wsuit 

where the FBIhas elected to make no comment or response of any kind, the case in 

wheih I am pro se, now before the appeals court. The first page discloses the instant 

vision by which Director solved the case. “e imposed it upon the FBI. B. s reads, 

“Hosty note destruction handled by Bureau on ov 24 and effect in subsequent days." av 
_ovember 24 is the day Oswald was Idiled. This establishes, as I stated earlier, that 

FBIHQ was dief directly involved in te destruction of that very important evidence, 

Oswald's threatening letter hand delittered to te Dallas FBI, his threat to bomb. One 

page 2, B. 2 4. reads, "Rosen characterization of FBT "standing with pockets open 

waiting for evidence to drop in.'" Alex Rosen was then the assistant director in 

charge of the “eneral “nvestigative Division. Page 3, D8, if it refers to withholding 

from the Commission that Hosty's name and phone and license numbers were withheld 

by the FBI, that Was never secret.dlso on page 3, this reflection of the FBI's 

Opposition +o the Warren Commission, formation of which Director “oover opposed and 

resented, provides motive for withholding and Stonewalling. The FBI did have an 
"adversary relationship" with the Vonmission and “oover did block the appointment of 
the respected Criminal Division lawyer, Warren olmMey as gommission counsel. The FBT 

Prepzred this dossiears dossiers on the “ommission members and staff at the outset 

and thus has dossiers on notables, the Chief Justice, Members of both Houses and a staffer since become a Senator, Arlen Specter, at ;east once since a judge, Burt
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2 Griffin, and quite a few others who have since become quite prominent - and vulnerable. 

u 

Such dossiers are not noraal investigative practise and have nothing to do woth the 

Crime. fon the next pages there is reference to the"preparation af dossiers on WC 

staff after the teport was out."(Suphasis in original, as is note of date of 

publication of the Report.) Page 4 holds further Hosty references and maxx 

still more on dossiers: "preparation of sex dossiers on ciritics of probe." 

(This by the FBI which proclains its great longinf to protect the innocent and 

rights of privacy.) This page also reports, as I stated earlier, the angleton (CIA)- 

EBL relationship ~ their "pre-arranging of answers to Commission questions. " 

——. !ost of the records disclosed to Allen in this lawsuit and that I have read 
were released relativelt early, at about the tine the outline above was disclosed. 

As a subject-matter expert with a good knowledge of what the FBI disclosed earlier, 

my evaluation of what is involved in this litigation is that itxisxmen much is 

new and important, especially with regard to the FBI practises that are not normal 

police agency or proper executive agency matters. Like deliberately misleading and 

deceiving, like manipulating the press and what the people of this nation eT 

know and believe, like Spying on writers and other private citizens and monitoring 

their writing and other activities. The nature of both the FSI's mambcexm 

Conduct, which I regard as misconduct ina a free society, is more than enough to 

motivate any stonewalling, and burdening of this court to nake it impatient and to 

overwork it with such things as unjustified withholdings end indexing of them- anything 

that could in any way delay or frustrate further disclosures that can be embarrassing 

now and into the future. 

— In preparing this affidavit I have made no searches because of the linita- i pn Tare vLONS imposed on me by my health. The to documents not included in the L&eberman 

exhibit were on my desk in a small folder of such documents that I used in speaking 

to local civic groups in years past. I am without doubt that if a search were made to 

check on Lieberman i+ would disclose that when he Bas not untrithful it was almost by accidentsI am also Without doubt that the PLI's subject-matter experts, like



FOIPA Sipervisor SA John N,. Phillips and his experienced and informed staff of 

analysts who to my knowledge have been on this subjedt matter for many years, also 

are well aware of this. It would have been normal FBI practise to assign them to this 

case with and under *hillips.e “his raises question in my mind, based on my knowledge 

and experien:e with the FBI + at this Court knows is extensive, of an intant to 

mislead and deceive this court. Those who normally would have been ass signed to 

processing these records for disclosure to Allen, which did not include Lieberman, 

have to know that they were withholding improperly and without any justification 

t all and this, I believe, is why lieberman and not they present this declaration 

by him. This FBI practise also is not at all new to me. In my extensive experience with 

the FBI it was standard procedure, partially attested to aimmexx earlier in this 

affidavit. When I sought to dismiss the case now before the appeals court, with 

prejudice to my health after the post-surgical compliactions I refer to above, in 

about 1981, the FBI successfully opposed that effort and that is the only reason it 

has been before the courts and remains there as a burden to the courts and to me, 

with nothing else accomplished by the FBI in or by its opposition to dismissal. 

Nothing, that is, expect further limiting the little I am able to do that it does not 

like and never has been able to fault on accuracy. 

I have no current knowledge of SA Phillips' present assignment and I am not 

a lawyer. I would be not be surprised if the FBI had found it expedient to transfer 

him after I made and documented and it and he failed to make even pro forma denial 

2 
aL of serious felonious misconduct by him on its behalf. I am aware of the ondrigan 

éecision in this circuit and the general requirement that those who make attestation 

do them of personal knowledge. Shilli ps is one of several in the FBI who have that 

personal knolwedge and leiberman not only does not have it, he does not claim to 

know what he attests to. He attests to knowledge of FB, procedures only anc procedurres 

nave nothing to do with matters of fact of which samples appear in foreoing parapgra 

paragraphs of this affidavit.I would have been quite surprised if, after the charges



I amde against him in court and myself subject to serious sanctions if I erred in 

even the slighest way, he had attested to what lieberman states because unlike 

Lieberman, who can claim he attested to only what he had been told, Phillips does 

have knowldge, including of what was disclosed to me under his supervision.


